
END OF YEAR 1 EXPECTATIONS
Information for parents and pupils

This booklet outlines the national expectations for children in Year 1 by the end of the
academic year. The expectations are from the new National Curriculum which was

introduced in September 2014. Also included are the expected spelling words for Year 1
children, together with times tables to support maths learning.



END OF YEAR 1 EXPECTATIONS FOR LITERACY

READING

1. Apply phonic knowledge and skills as
the route to decode words.

2. Read common exception words.

3. Read aloud accurately books that are
consistent with their developing
phonic knowledge.

4. Develop pleasure in reading,
motivation to read, vocabulary and
understanding by:
● listening to and discussing a wide

range of poems, stories and
non-fiction;

● becoming very familiar with key
stories, fairy stories and traditional
tales, retelling them;

● learning to appreciate rhymes and
poems, and to recite some by
heart; and

● discussing word meanings.

5. Understand both the books they can
already read accurately and fluently
and those they listen to by:
● drawing on what they already

know;
● checking that the text makes sense

to them as they read and
correcting inaccurate reading;

● making inferences on the basis of
what is being said and done; and

● predicting what might happen on
the basis of what has been read so
far.

6. Participate in discussion about what is
read to them, taking turns and
listening to what others say, and
explain clearly their understanding of
what is read to them.

WRITING

1. Sit correctly at a table, holding a
pencil comfortably and correctly and:
● begin to form lower-case letters in

the correct direction;
● form capital letters; and
● form digits 0-9.

2. Write sentences by:
● saying out loud what they are

going to write about;
● composing a sentence orally

before writing it;
● sequencing sentences to form

short narratives;
● re-reading what they have written

to check that it makes sense;
● discuss what they have written with

the teacher or other pupils; and
● read aloud their writing clearly

enough to be heard by their peers
and the teacher.

3. Develop their understanding of written
English by:
● leaving spaces between words;
● joining words and joining clauses

using ‘and’;
● beginning to punctuate sentences

using a capital letter and a full
stop, question mark or exclamation
mark; and

● using a capital letter for names of
people, places, the days of the
week, and the personal pronoun ‘I’.

4. Spell accurately by:
● naming the letters of the alphabet;
● using letter names to distinguish

between alternative spellings of the
same sound; and

● using the spelling rule for adding
–s or –es as the plural.



END OF YEAR 1 EXPECTATIONS FOR MATHS

NUMBER AND PLACE VALUE

1. Count to 100, forwards and
backwards, from any given number.

2. Count, read and write numbers to 100
in numerals.

3. Count in multiples of 2s, 5s and 10s.

4. Identify one more and one less.

5. Use the language of: equal to, more
than, less than (fewer), most, least.

6. Read and write numbers from 1 to 20
in numerals and words.

ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION

1. Read, write and interpret
mathematical statements involving
addition (+), subtraction (–) and
equals (=) signs.

2. Know number bonds and related
subtraction facts within 20.

3. Add and subtract one-digit and
two-digit numbers to 20.

MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION

1. Solve one-step problems involving
multiplication and division.

FRACTIONS

1. Know that a half is one of two equal
parts of an object, shape or quantity.

2. Know that a quarter is one of four
equal parts.

MEASUREMENT

1. Compare, measure and record:
● lengths and heights (long/short,

longer/shorter, tall/short,
double/half);

● mass/weight (heavy/light,
heavier/lighter);

● capacity and volume (full, empty,
more than, less than, half, quarter);

● time (quicker, slower, earlier, later,
hours, minutes, seconds).

2. Recognise and know the value of
different coins and notes.

3. Sequence events in chronological
order using language (before, after,
next, first, today, yesterday, tomorrow,
morning, afternoon and evening).

4. Use language relating to days of the
week, weeks, months and years.

5. Tell the time to the hour and half past
the hour and draw the hands on a
clock face to show these times.

PROPERTIES OF SHAPE

1. Recognise and name common 2-D
and 3-D shapes.

POSITION AND DIRECTION

1. Describe position, direction and
movement, including whole, half,
quarter and three-quarter turns.



END OF YEAR 1 EXPECTATIONS

ORACY

Children can practice these skills at home
with their family.

1. Show active listening
- face the person who is talking
- nod to show you understand

2. Use positive body language
- make eye contact
- smile

3. Give evidence for your opinions
- I think that .... because ….

4. Take turns to talk / invite others to talk
- Do you agree?
- What do you think?

5. Agree / disagree politely
- I disagree because ….
- On the other hand ….
- You make a good point but in my

opinion….

6. Build on what others have said
- I would like to add to what xxx

said….

LIFE SKILLS

These are skills that we believe all
children should be able to do by the end of
Year 1. Parents, you can help by
supporting your child to practice these at
home.

1. Can dress and undress
independently.

2. Can put on their own shoes and
socks.

3. If they wear shoes with laces, they
can tie their own laces (we suggest
velcro shoes!)

4. Use a knife and fork to cut up and eat
their food.

5. Put on their coat and do it up
independently.

6. Greet friends and adults with a hello /
good morning and goodbye / good
afternoon.

7. Say please and thank you without
prompting.



THE FIRST 100 HIGH FREQUENCY WORDS

the that not look put

and with then don’t could

a all were come house

to we go with old

said can little into too

in are as back by

he up no from day

I had mum children made

of my one him time

it her them Mr I’m

was what do get if

you there me just help

they out down now Mrs

on this dad came called

she have big oh here

is when went about off

for be it’s got asked

at like see their saw

his some looked people make

but so very your an



TIME TABLES

2 X 5 X 10 X

1 x 2 = 2 1 x 5 = 5 1 x 10 = 10

2 x 2 = 4 2 x 5 = 10 2 x 10 = 20

3 x 2 = 6 3 x 5 = 15 3 x 10 = 30

4 x 2 = 8 4 x 5 = 20 4 x 10 = 40

5 x 2 = 10 5 x 5 = 25 5 x 10 = 50

6 x 2 = 12 6 x 5 = 30 6 x 10 = 60

7 x 2 = 14 7 x 5 = 35 7 x 10 = 70

8 x 2 = 16 8 x 5 = 40 8 x 10 = 80

9 x 2 = 18 9 x 5 = 45 9 x 10 = 90

10 x 2 = 20 10 x 5 = 50 10 x 10 = 100

11 x 2 = 22 11 x 5 = 55 11 x 10 = 110

12 x 2 = 24 12 x 5 = 60 12 x 10 = 120


